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Abstract

An argument going back to Russell shows that the view that propo-

sitions are structured is inconsistent in standard type theories. Here, it

is shown that such type theories may nevertheless provide entities which

can serve as proxies for structured propositions. As an illustration, such

proxies are applied to the case of grounding, as standard views of ground-

ing require a degree of propositional structure which su�ces for a version

of Russell’s argument. While this application solves some of the problems

grounding faces, it introduces problematic limitations: it becomes impos-

sible to quantify unrestrictedly over the relata of ground. The proposed

proxies may thus not save grounding, but they shed light on what exactly

Russell’s argument does and does not show.

1 Introduction

Structured propositions are widely appealed to in philosophy. They are taken to
be structured in the sense that no two sentences with di↵erent syntactic struc-
tures express the same proposition. Furthermore, for two sentences with the
same syntactic structure to express the same proposition, their corresponding
atomic constituents must express the same entity. For example, the proposition
that a is F is taken to be the proposition that b is G only if a is b and F is G.
However, such a fine-grained individuation of propositions is inconsistent with
standard principles of higher-order or plural quantification. The argument can
be seen as an application of Cantor’s theorem: In the case of plural quantifiers,
since there are more pluralities of propositions than propositions, there can-
not be a distinct proposition for every plurality of proposition, as required by
structure.

This problem was already observed by Russell (1903, Appendix B), and re-
discovered by Myhill (1958). The problem extends further than is often realised.
The logical constraints on fineness of grain of propositions don’t just rule out
structured propositions, but also seemingly weaker constraints. An example can
be found in Fritz (unpublished), where it is shown that principles of metaphys-
ical grounding suggested by recent writings on the topic lead to inconsistency
along similar lines.
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In this article, a new kind of response to these problems will be explored:
Working in a standard type theory, it will be shown that even if propositions are
not themselves structured, we can identify certain proxies for structured propo-
sitions, which may play some of the roles structured propositions are meant
to play. Section 2 develops the general theory. Section 3 applies it to the case
of grounding. As it turns out, the proposal does not just solve the problem of
fine-grained propositions, but also a number of further puzzles which grounding
theories have struggled with. Nevertheless, it also turns out that there are sub-
stantial limitations of the proposal. The final section 4 uses the proposal to shed
light on the general conclusions which may be drawn from Russell and Myhill’s
argument.

2 Structure by Proxy

The idea behind proxies for structured propositions is simple. Take a sentence
like “Fa” (“a is F”). Fa may be Gb, even if a is not b or F is not G. But if
we can freely appeal to binary relations, then we can take the relation which
relates a to F , and nothing else, as a proxy for the elusive structured proposition
expressed by “Fa”. Such a free appeal to binary relations is available if we are
working in a type theory, where relations are not taken to be individuals like a,
but entities of a di↵erent kind.

2.1 A Functional Type Theory

This basic idea can be worked out in many di↵erent type theories. To keep
things as simple as possible, we will work with a very restricted type theory: a
functional type theory which uses combinators instead of variable binding.

The types of this theory are defined as follows: i is a type (the type of
individual terms), s is a type (the type of sentential terms, or formulas), and
for any types t1 and t2, (t1 ! t2) is a type (the type of function terms which
may be applied to a term of type t1 to yield a term of type t2). A language is
determined by a choice of constants, each of which is assigned a type. The terms
of di↵erent types are constructed using the following two rules:

If c is a constant of type t, then c is a term of type t.

If f is a term of type (t1 ! t2) and a is a term of type t1, then (fa) is a term
of type t2.

In general, we will omit unnecessary parentheses, such as outermost occurrences,
writing fa and t1 ! t2.

Informally, we can think of terms of type i as standing for individuals, terms
of type s (formulas) as standing for propositions, and terms of type (t1 ! t2)
as standing for functions in a hierarchy of functions. Note that a term of a
type i ! s expresses a function from individuals to propositions; this may be
considered a property of individuals. Analogously, a term of a type i ! (i ! s)
may be considered to express a binary relation among individuals. Of course,
this talk of properties and relations generalizes to other types.

The advantage of working in this restricted language is that it makes the
construction of proxies for structured proposition very simple. The downside is
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that it makes it di�cult to implement standard logical constructions, such as
variable-binding quantifiers – indeed, the language doesn’t even provide vari-
ables. However, there are standard ways of capturing logical constructions in
such a restricted functional language. The details can be found in Hindley and
Seldin (2008, ch. 10). Here, we will merely sketch the basic ideas.

Negation is straightforwardly captured in our language: we may simply take
the negation symbol ¬ to be a constant of type s ! s. Then, for any formula ',
¬' is a formula, which may serve as the negation of s. The case of conjunction
is slightly more complicated, as it takes two arguments. But we can let ^ be
a constant of type s ! (s ! s). Then, for any formulas ' and  , (^') is a
formula which may serve as the conjunction of ' and  . For ease of reading,
we will also write this term as '^ . Other binary truth-functional connectives
may be treated analogously.

Using constants for so-called combinators, we can carry out a similar proce-
dure for a variable-binding �-operator. In an expanded language with variables
of di↵erent types, a variable-binding � allows us to formulate complex function
terms of the form �x". If x is a variable of type t1 and " is a term of type t2,
then �x" is a term of type t1 ! t2. E.g., if p is a variable of type s, we could
formulate �p(p^p), which may be read as standing for the function which maps
every proposition to its self-conjunction. Without going into any of the details of
the implementation, we assume that for every term " in an expanded language
with variables of all types and �-operators, there is corresponding term in our
more restricted language, for which we simply write ".

With this, quantifiers are again easy to capture: For every type t, we may
take 8t and 9t to be constants of type (t ! s) ! s. Thus, for any term " of
type t ! s, 8t" is a formula. E.g., if t is i, we may read this as stating that
every individual has the property expressed by ". If " is of the form �x', we will
write 8t�x' as 8x'. Finally, we capture identity by assuming that there is a
term =t of type t ! (t ! s), for every type t. As in the case of truth-functional
connectives, we write, e.g., a = b for (=t a)b.

This concludes the sketch of the type theory to be used in the following. Note
first that we have only specified a formal language; no proof system is given,
nor any kind of model theory. The intention is to use the formal language as a
means of regimenting talk of propositions, relations, and so on. It is assumed that
there is an intended interpretation of the constants mentioned so far, with, e.g.,
^ standing for conjunction. Once an interpretation of any further constants is
given, all terms constructed with them therefore have an intended interpretation
as well. Importantly, this includes the identity symbol, which is interpreted
as usual to express identity. As far as possible, the discussion will not make
any particular assumptions about what it in fact takes for, e.g., propositions
to be identical. Any substantial assumptions about such identifications will be
mentioned explicitly. Second, it should be noted that the regimentation of talk of
properties, relations, and so on used here is by no means meant to be innocuous.
The following is only meant as a proof of concept of how to find proxies for
structured propositions in a type theory.

2.2 Complex Combinators

Consider a simple formula of the form fp, with p a constant of type s and f
correspondingly a constant of type s ! s. As noted, we may not assume that
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from fp, we can recover f and p, in the sense that there may be other g and
q such that fp = gq. But the type hierarchy provides functions from which we
can recover f and p, such as the function corresponding to the binary relation
which relates f to p and nothing else. We can formulate it as follows (specifying
the type of a variable in its index):

⇠ := �xs!s
1 �xs

2(x1 = f ^ x2 = p)

This is a term of type (s ! s) ! (s ! s), expressing a corresponding higher-
order function. Instead of theorizing in terms of fp and assuming that it is
structured, we can appeal to this higher-order function. In this sense, it may
serve as a proxy for a structured proposition. Furthermore, from ⇠, we can easily
recover fp, f and p. E.g., fp is the unique proposition q for which there are g
and r such that (⇠g)r and q is gr, and f is the unique g for which there is a q
such that (⇠g)q.

To generalize this idea and apply it, it will be useful to introduce some
terminology. First, note that for any types t1 and t2, there is an expression for
a function which takes any suitable arguments a and b, and returns a function
from which a and b can be recovered:

�t1,t2 := �yt11 �y
t2
2 �x

t1
1 �x

t2
2 (x1 = y1 ^ x2 = y2)

We call this the complex combinator for t1 and t2. The earlier function ⇠ can
now be expressed as follows:

(�s!s,sf)p

(Here, we rely on the principle of �-conversion: (�x")⌘ = "[⌘/x], where "[⌘/x]
is the result of replacing the free occurrences of x in " with ⌘, subject to the
restrictions on variables familiar from quantificational logic. �-conversion will
be assumed in the following.)

It will be useful to simplify this notation even further. For any terms " and
⌘ of respective types t1 and t2, we introduce the following notation:

� ", ⌘ � := (�t1,t2")⌘

⇠ can now be expressed as follows:

� f, p �

2.3 Nested Structure

So far, we have focused on the simplest kind of example: a formula built up
from two constants. The idea generalizes straightforwardly to more complicated
terms. This is where it pays o↵ to use the highly restrictive combinatory func-
tional type theory introduced above. In this language, all expressions are re-
cursively constructed from constants using function application. We can thus
simply nest � , � -brackets. E.g., consider the formula f(fp). A proxy for this is
easily specified using the tools now at hand:

� f, � f, p � �
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This brings out all of the syntactic structure of f(fp). As the application to
grounding below will show, it can sometimes be useful to bring out only some
of the syntactic structure. E.g., in the case of f(fp), we may also find it useful
to consider the following higher-order function, which suppresses the structure
of fp in f(fp):

� f, fp �

For more complex expressions ", there may be several di↵erent entities bringing
out di↵erent aspects of the syntactic structure of ". On one end of the spectrum
is the unstructured entity " itself, and on the other end the entity which brings
out all of the syntactic structure. The latter is of special interest, so it will be
useful to introduce some notation for it. For any given term ", we can recursively
specify a term ⇡" for its (fully structured) proxy as follows:

⇡c := c (for c a constant)

⇡"⌘ := � ⇡",⇡⌘ �

2.4 Internalization

An important feature of the definition of ⇡" is that its type depends not only
on the type of ", but also on the syntactic structure of ". Writing ⌧" for the type
of ⇡", this can be specified as follows:

⌧c := t (for c a constant of type t)

⌧"⌘ := ⌧" ! (⌧⌘ ! s)

This feature in fact makes it possible to internalize the construction of ⇡"
in the following way: Assume that for every term ", there is a term "̄ of type
i, which serves as a name of the term ". For every type t, we can introduce a
constant Pt and require all instances of the following schema to be satisfied:

Pt"̄ = ⇡" (for t = ⌧")

This allows us to talk, in the type-theoretic language itself, about the proxy
associated with a given term.

In the appendix, it is shown that such an axiom schema can consistently be
added to a classical higher-order logic with a suitable theory of syntax providing
the terms "̄. This may initially be surprising, due to the inconsistency of the
naive truth schema. That is, we cannot unproblematically add constants Dt for
functions mapping expressions to their denotations:

Dt"̄ = " (for t the type of ")

The problem can be seen to arise from the instance for t = s:

Ds'̄ = ' (for ' a formula)

Identity entails equivalence, so:

Ds'̄$ ' (for ' a formula)
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And this is a naive truth predicate, which is inconsistent assuming a suitably
rich theory of syntax.

Why then, does Pt not similarly give rise to inconsistency? The answer lies
in the fact that in the case of an instance of the schema Pt"̄ = ", the type t is not
the type of ", but the type of ⇡", and so determined by the syntactic structure
of ". There is thus no one constant for a function mapping every formula to the
proxy associated with it. Instead, we have separate constants for formulas of
di↵erent syntactic structure. As it turns out, this su�ces to ensure consistency.

2.5 t-Complexes

So far, we have considered formulas (among other expressions) and proxies asso-
ciated with them. This allows us to paraphrase some of the theorizing in terms
of structured propositions without a commitment to structured propositions:
whenever a theory appeals to a structured proposition expressed by a particu-
lar formula ', we can appeal to the proxy ⇡' instead. However, this does not
capture all appeals to structured propositions. Sometimes, we want to quantify
over structured propositions. This raises the question: Can we make sense of the
notion of a proxy independently of a sentence which might express it?

To a certain extent, we can. Consider again the formula fp. With it, we
associate the higher-order function � f, p � . With a formula gq, with g and q
of the same types as f and p, respectively, we associate a similar higher-order
function � g, q � . This suggests an obvious pattern: the proxies for such formulas
are the functions � x1, x2 � for any x1 and x2, where x1 is a variable of type
s ! s and x2 is a variable of type s. The expression � x1, x2 � is of type
⌧fp = (s ! s) ! (s ! s), so we call these functions the ⌧fp-complexes. (The
terminology of “complexes” here is adapted from a related use in Whitehead
and Russell (1910–1913, vol. I, p. 44).)

As before, this generalizes straightforwardly. Whatever two types t1 and t2
we choose, we can make sense of the notion of a higher-order function coding
a pair of suitable entities. Such functions we call t1 ! (t2 ! s)-complexes.
In the formal language, we can formulate a term for the property of being a
t1 ! (t2 ! s)-complex as follows:

�t1!(t2!s) := �yt1!(t2!s)9xt1
1 9xt2

2 (y = � x1, x2 � )

In particular, for any complex formula ', we may use �⌧' to talk about all the
⌧'-complexes, i.e., all the proxies for structured propositions whose structure
corresponds to the syntactic structure of '.

2.6 Relational Type Theory and Variable Binding

Many philosophers prefer a di↵erent type theory to the one used here; a popular
option is a relational type theory with an explicit variable-binding operator �.
Can we make sense of the notion of a t-complex, for various types t, in this
setting as well? There are two natural options.

The first is to make use of certain standard mappings between the two lan-
guages, some aspects of which were already sketched in section 2.1. This provides
a derived way of constructing t-complexes in a relational language: take a given
expression in the relational language, map it to the functional language, obtain
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an expression in that language for the relevant t-complex, and map it back to
the relational language.

One disadvantage of this idea is that these mappings do not in any di-
rect way preserve the syntactic structure of the relevant expressions, result-
ing in a way of assigning t-complexes which capture syntactic complexity in
non-straightforward ways. By way of illustration, consider a simple quantified
sentence in a relational language, with p a sentential variable:

8p(p ! p)

The corresponding formula in the functionally typed combinatory language used
here is:

8s((S!)I)

Here, S and I are combinators used in eliminating �-terms, alluded to above,
with types suppressed for simplicity. The t-complex associated with this is:

� 8s, � � S,! � , I � �

The structure of this does not naturally correspond to the syntactic structure
of 8p(p ! p).

A second disadvantage is that the standard mapping from the relational to
the functional language is not injective. For example, both �p(¬p) = ¬ (an
instance of a principle called ⌘-conversion) and the trivial ¬ = ¬ are translated
to (= ¬)¬, and so assigned the same t-complex:

� � =,¬ � ,¬ �

But even those who think that ⌘-conversion is in fact true may want their
assignment of proxies for structured propositions to distinguish between the
sentences �p(¬p) = ¬ and ¬ = ¬.

This second issue may be overcome by adopting a non-standard mapping
between the languages which is injective, but any such alternative may well still
su↵er from some version of the first problem: the two languages seem so di↵erent
in character that it is not easy to see how to contrive a non-standard mapping
from the relational language to the functional language which preserves all rele-
vant aspects of syntactic structure. To what extent this is a problem will depend
on the use one wants to make of proxies for structured propositions: in many
cases, it may su�ce if the proxy associated with a sentence allows the syntac-
tic structure of the sentence to be recovered, whether or not there is an direct
correspondence between the structure of the sentence and the structure of the
proxy. In more demanding applications which require such a direct correspon-
dence, it may be best to pursue a second option, which is to set aside the present
account of t-complexes, and develop an independent assignment of higher-order
relations to expressions in relational type theory which is more faithful to syn-
tactic structure. The main di�culty for doing so is the treatment of �-terms.
There are several options, and the details will likely be complex, so this won’t
be considered here. As noted above, the present exploration of t-complexes in
a simple functional type theory is mainly intended just to serve as a proof of
concept for the idea of proxies for structured propositions.
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2.7 Russell-Myhill Again

Setting aside the discussion of internalization in section 2.4, all of the above con-
sists merely of definitions in type-theory. It is well known that classical princi-
ples of truth-functions, quantification, and identity do not lead to inconsistency
in the present type theory. In paraphrasing talk of structured propositions in
terms of t-complexes for various types t, there is thus no need to worry about
inconsistency. One may wonder why this is so. Russell and Myhill’s argument
derives an inconsistency from the assumption that propositions are structured.
Why can’t we just apply exactly the same argument to t-complexes instead of
propositions?

Compare a formula fp of the kind discussed above with a formula Ga com-
posed of a constant G of type i ! s and a constant a of type i. Both fp and
Ga are formulas, and so of the same type s. But ⌧fp = (s ! s) ! (s ! s)
and ⌧Ga = (i ! s) ! (i ! s). Thus ⇡fp and ⇡Ga are not just distinct, but
functions of di↵erent types. In the type theory used here, every quantifier has a
particular type. For basic syntactic reasons, it is therefore impossible to make
general claims which concern all t-complexes for all types t. All we can do is
quantify over t-complexes for a particular type t. This limitation blocks the
Russell-Myhill argument.

This observation brings out an important limitation to the present proposal.
In paraphrasing a theory appealing to structured propositions, we have no way
of paraphrasing unrestricted quantification over structured propositions. All we
have available is a way of paraphrasing quantification over structured proposi-
tions of a particular structure, i.e., t-complexes for particular types t. Whether
this is a problematic limitation cannot be decided in abstraction; it will depend
on the theory which is being paraphrased. By way of example, we therefore
consider a particular application in the next section: grounding.

3 Grounding

Theorizing about grounding is not usually considered to come with a commit-
ment to structured propositions. But as shown in Fritz (unpublished), straight-
forward principles of immediate logical grounding commit one to fine-grained
propositions which lead to inconsistency along the lines of Russell and Myhill’s
argument.

3.1 Fine-Grained Grounds

Advocates of grounding in metaphysics, such as Fine (2012), generally recognize
a number of interconnected relations of ground. Such relations relate facts, and
as discussed in Fritz (unpublished), it is unproblematic, for present purposes,
to assume that facts are true propositions. One of these grounding relations
is a relation of immediate partial ground. Partial grounds are truths which
contribute to bringing about the relevant truth, although they need not su�ce
to bring it about. Such grounds are immediate if their contribution does not
rely on a mediating truth.

Fine (2012, pp. 50–51) illustrates these features of immediate partial grounds
using conjunctions. His discussion suggests the principle that the (immediate
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partial) grounds of a true conjunction are just the conjuncts. Writing � for this
grounding relation, we can state it thus:

(C) If p ^ q is true, then r � (p ^ q) i↵ r is one of p and q.

Similar principles are suggested for disjunctions and universal claims: the grounds
of a disjunction are just the true disjuncts, and the grounds of a true universal
claim are just the instances:

(D) p � (q _ r) i↵ p is true and one of q and r.

(U) If 8p' is true, then q � 8p' i↵ q = ' for some p.

While such principles are not uncontentious in the literature, they are considered
to be plausible by many advocates of grounding. But as it turns out, the three
principles just stated are inconsistent with the assumption that grounding is
non-trivial, in the sense that not every truth grounds every truth:

(N) There are truths p and q such that p ⌃ q.

In fact, in this argument, (D) and (U) can be weakened to remain neutral with
respect to certain controversial cases.

The result makes use of a version of the Russell-Myhill argument. Roughly,
an open formula '(x) with a free variable xs!s is constructed such that for each
property of truths x, the truth '(x) has a unique collection of grounds. Thus
there is a distinct truth '(x) for each property of truths x. By Cantorian rea-
soning, there are more properties of truths than truths, so such a consequence
is inconsistent. (The presentation in Fritz (unpublished) is slightly di↵erent,
appealing to pluralities rather than properties, but for the purposes of the ar-
gument, this is immaterial. The argument could be carried out just as well in
the present functional type theory, using quantifiers binding variables of type
s ! s instead of plural propositional quantifiers.)

3.2 Grounding Relations Between t-Complexes

Since attractive grounding principles require a logically inconsistent fineness
of grain of propositions, the availability of t-complexes suggests an obvious
response: Could the relata of grounding relations be t-complexes (for various
types t) instead of propositions? This idea immediately solves the problem of
fine-grained grounds: Principles of ground may still entail that ⇡'(x) is distinct
from ⇡'(y) whenever x is distinct from y. But this is entirely unproblematic. In
fact, it is simply a consequence of the above definitions.

If ground relates t-complexes, then any given grounding relation, such as
the relation of immediate partial ground, needs to be split up into an infinite
array of relations. To illustrate why, let q be the truth that it is raining, and p
the truth that it is pouring (assuming they are truths). Assume for the sake of
illustration that the fact that it is pouring grounds the fact that it is raining:

(G1) p � q

According to (C), p also grounds the conjunction of p and q:

(G2) p � (p ^ q)
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Using t-complexes to ensure that the relata of ground get to be structured, we
may now understand this to relate ⇡p = p to both ⇡q = q and ⇡p^q = � �^, p�, q�.
But q and � � ^, p � , q � are not just distinct, but of distinct types, since the
formulas q and p ^ q have distinct syntactic structure. So for type reasons, no
one relation can relate p to both q and � �^, p� , q � . Therefore, the single relation
� needs to be replaced by relations �t1,t2 for a range of types t1 and t2.

When theorizing about grounding, we could still adopt the convention of
using (G2) as an abbreviation for the following:

(G2⇤) p �s,⌧p^q ⇡p^q

This suggests more generally that ordinary grounding claims of the form ' �  
could be read as standing for ⇡' �⌧',⌧ ⇡ . However, the discussion in the
next section will suggest that such a mechanical translation would be too crude.
Nevertheless, it is interesting to note that the sensitivity of grounding claims to
sentential structure fits with a remark by Fine (2012, p. 47) in which he suggests
that the truth of grounding claims may depend on “the manner in which the
proposition is expressed in addition to the proposition itself”.

3.3 Other Problems

A related passage occurs in an earlier article by Fine (2010), on other problems
for logical grounding principles. These problems lead to the problematic con-
clusion that some truths ground themselves. Considering a possible response to
these problems, Fine (2010, p. 104) writes:

“Thus as a general matter A would not be a ground, either immedi-
ate or mediate, for A but there might be special cases in which A in
one capacity, so to speak, was a ground for A in another capacity.”

The idea that A may enter into grounding relations with itself in di↵erent capac-
ities is somewhat mysterious, which may be part of the reason why Fine himself
does not endorse such a view. But if the relata of ground are t-complexes, then
there is a straightforward way of making sense of the suggestion, using the fact
that one formula can be associated with di↵erent t-complexes, depending on the
aspects of the sentential structure of ' it reflects.

By way of illustration, consider a simple formula fa. This can be associated
with the ⌧fa-complex ⇡fa = � f, a � , as well as the unstructured proposition fa.
Extending the terminology of t-complexes to include the limit case in which no
structure is reflected, we may call the latter an s-complex. To say that � f, a �
grounds fa or vice versa is not to say that anything grounds itself. As it turns
out, when one considers the relata of ground to be t-complexes, it is often quite
natural to associate several occurrences of the same formula with di↵erent t-
complexes, depending on the role they play in the relevant grounding claim. In
several cases, this provides new solutions to problems of self-grounding. Exem-
plarily, we consider three problems in this section.

3.3.1 Quantification

One of the problems discussed by Fine (2010) concerns the grounds of existential
statements. Informally, the problem is this: It seems plausible that existential
claims are grounded in their true instances. But consider the claim that there is a
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truth. This is then grounded in any instance, i.e., any truth. Thus it is grounded
in itself, and so contradicts the widely held view that nothing grounds itself.

In a type theory such as the one used here, there are two natural ways of
regimenting this argument. The first, formulated by Krämer (2013), appeals to
an the existential grounding principle which can be stated as follows:

(9S) 8p('! (' � 9p'))

Here and in the following, p is used as a variable of type s. As before, � expresses
a relation of partial ground. Whether it is read as standing for a mediate or
immediate grounding relation makes no di↵erence. Let ' be p, and instantiate
p with 9p(p). Then we obtain:

9p(p) ! (9p(p) � 9p(p))

Since the antecedent is true, the problematic consequence that 9p(p) grounds
itself follows.

Note that 9p(p) abbreviates 9�p(p). It will be useful to introduce T (“true”)
as an abbreviation for �p(p). With this, the consequence of (9S) just stated may
be written as follows:

9T ! (9T � 9T )

Fine’s earlier quote suggests that the threat of self-grounding may be defused
if 9T is only taken in one capacity to be grounded in 9T in another capacity.
In the present case, we might say that 9T as an existential statement, stating
that something is true, is grounded in 9T as an arbitrary example of a truth.
We can bring out the existential quantified aspect using � 9, T � . 9T itself may
serve as an arbitrary example of a truth. This suggests the following:

9T ! (9T � � 9, T � )

This no longer constitutes a violation of the irreflexivity of ground, and it is an
instance of the following general principle:

(9S⇤) 8p('! (' � � 9,�p' � ))

The problem can thus be solved by replacing (9S) with (9S⇤).
Fritz (forthcoming) discusses another formulation of Fine’s problem in type

theory. Krämer’s schematic principle is replaced by the following quantified
principle, where f is a variable of type s ! s:

(9Q) 8f8p(fp ! (fp � 9f))

Instantiating f with T and p with 9T leads to:

T9T ! (T9T � 9T )

T9T is �p(p)9T . By �-conversion, this is 9T , whence we obtain:

9T ! (9T � 9T )

As before, we can defuse this problem by using t-complexes. Interestingly,
this leads to a slightly di↵erent conclusion. In (9Q), when we state that fp
grounds 9f , what matters is that fp is an instance of f , and that 9f predicates
having an instance of f . These aspects are naturally brought out using the
t-complexes � f, p � and � 9, f � . This suggests the following variant of (9Q):
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(9Q⇤) 8f8p(fp ! ( � f, p � � � 9, f � ))

Instantiating f with T and p with 9T leads, via �-conversion, to:

9T ! ( � T, 9T � � � 9, T � ))

And this is again no violation of the irreflexivity of ground.
Thus, the two principles of existential grounds can both be salvaged using

t-complexes. But they lead to di↵erent conclusions concerning the grounds of
�9, T � . According to the first, it is grounded in 9T , and according to the second,
it is grounded in � T, 9T � . This doesn’t mean that the two principles are in
tension, as grounds need not be unique.

Fine (2010) discusses further problems of grounds of quantified statements,
including a variant argument using universal quantifiers. This is interesting for
the following reason: in response to the problems with existential quantification,
one may claim that only some, not every, instance of an existential statement is
among its ground. Such a response is much less plausible in the case of universal
quantification: whereas any particular instance su�ces to guarantee the truth
of an existential statement, the truth of a universal statement depends on the
truth of all of its instances. It is thus interesting to note that the modification
of the existential grounding principles using t-complexes considered here can
straightforwardly be applied to the case of universal quantifiers as well.

3.3.2 Abstraction

Further problems for grounding arise from the � operator. Such problems have
been considered by a number of authors, some of which have related them to
the so-called paradox of analysis; see Schnieder (2010), Rosen (2010, pp. 124–
125), Fine (2012, pp. 67–71), Audi (2012, section V), Dorr (2016, p. 54), and
Donaldson (2017, Appendix).

To consider a concrete case, assume that to be vixen is to be a female fox.
Using a variable x of type i and constants V, F,G of type i ! s interpreted in
the obvious way, this may be stated as V = �x(Fx ^ Gx). If some x is in fact
female and a fox, then it is due to this fact that x is a vixen. Thus x being a
vixen should be grounded in it being female and a fox:

8x((Fx ^Gx) ! ((Fx ^Gx) � V x))

But to say that x is a vixen is plausibly just to say that x is female and x is a
fox. Indeed, by �-conversion, V x = (Fx^Gx), which leads to another violation
of the irreflexivity of ground:

8x(V x ! (V x � V x))

The problem obviously generalizes. If ' is true (for a given x), then this
should ground the fact that x has the property �x':

(�) 8x('! (' � (�x')x))

However, by �-conversion, (�x')x = ' for all x, so (�) leads to:

8x('! (' � '))
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(The above cases concerning vixens is obtained by instantiating ' with Fx^Gx.)
Note that this is in some ways a more pressing problem than the previous one:
In response to the problems with quantificational grounds, one may consider
simply allowing for exceptions to the irreflexivity of ground. This is the response
proposed by Correia (2014) and Woods (2018). In the present case, we would
have to allow every truth to ground itself.

The present problem can also be seen as an instance of one truth being a
ground in one capacity of itself in another capacity. x being a vixen may be the
same truth as x being female and x being a fox. But we can bring out the aspect
of involving the property of being a vixen in the former case by appealing to
the t-complex � V, x � . This may well be grounded in V x:

8x(V x ! (V x � � V, x � ))

In general, we can thus resolve the problem by replacing (�) with the following:

(�⇤) 8x('! (' � � �x', x � ))

It is worth checking to make sure that this does not conflict with the conclu-
sions reached in the previous section. Consider a variant of (�⇤) with x replaced
by a variable p of type s. Let ' be p, and instantiate p using 9T . This gives us:
9T ! (9T � � T, 9T � )

This is compatible with the earlier conclusions: 9T grounds both � 9, T � and
� T, 9T � ; among the latter two, � T, 9T � grounds � 9, T � .

3.3.3 Contingentism

Fine (2012, pp. 59–62) discusses a third problem for grounding. It arises from the
notion of full ground on the assumption of contingentism and a principle called
grounding necessitarianism. Full grounds of a truth are grounds which together
don’t merely contribute to its truth, but su�ce to bring it about. Contingentism
is the view that it is contingent what there is. And grounding necessitarianism is
the view that the full grounds of a truth necessitate it. To illustrate the problem,
let a be constant of type i denoting Socrates, and F a constant of type i ! s
expressing the property of being Socrates.

If Fa on its own constitutes full grounds for 9xFx, then by grounding ne-
cessitarianism, Fa necessitates 9xFx:

⇤(Fa ! 9xFx)

This conclusion is unproblematic for those, like Williamson (2013), who hold
that it is a necessary matter what there is, and so reject contingentism. It is also
unproblematic for those, like Stalnaker (2012), who hold that having a property
requires being something. But contingentism is compelling, and there are good
reasons to think that having a property does not require being something, as
discussed by Fine (1981) and Salmon (1987). There are good reasons to think
that Socrates would still have had the property of being Socrates, had he not
been. If this is right, then by grounding necessitarianism, Fa does not on its
own constitute full grounds for 9xFx.

For a contingentist, it is not hard to see what is missing from the fact that a
is F to guarantee that something is F : what is missing is a’s existence. Thus only
Fa together with 9x(x = a) constitutes full grounds for 9xFx. But if 9x(x = a)
is among some full grounds for 9xFx, then it is also a partial ground:
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9x(x = a) � 9xFx

And this is a problem: F is the property of being Socrates, which is �x(x = a).
By an application of �-conversion, we obtain:

9F � 9F

And this is another violation of the irreflexivity of ground.
Yet again, one truth seems to be a ground in one capacity of itself in another

capacity. What matters for 9�x(x = a) as a ground is that it attributes existence
to a. What matters for 9F as grounded is that it attributes being instantiated to
F . As before, the latter aspect can be brought out using the t-complex �9, F �. To
bring out the former, let E be �y9�x(x = y), the property of being something.
By �-conversion, 9F is Ea, so the former aspect can be brought out using the t-
complex �E, a � . Instead of claiming that 9F grounds itself, we can now endorse
the following unproblematic principle:

� E, a � � � 9, F �

3.4 Type-Neutral Generality

The notion of a t-complex allows us to paraphrase quantification over structured
propositions for a particular sentential structure. But as noted above, there
is no obvious way of paraphrasing unrestricted quantification over structured
propositions. We now need to consider how this limitation a↵ects the proposal
that t-complexes are the relata of grounding relations.

It does not take much to see that these limitations are serious in the case
of grounding. E.g., Rosen (2010, p. 116) and Fine (2012, p. 47) consider the
following claim:

Some truths have no grounds.

There is no obvious way of formulating this claim without quantifying unre-
strictedly over the relata of grounding.

A second limitation arises when we consider the relation of full ground.
Whereas partial ground is a relation among single truths, full ground is a relation
in which many truths stand, collectively, to a single truth. In a type theory, such
a relation can easily be treated as a relation between properties of propositions
and propositions. But this is no longer available in the case of t-complexes: The
truths which collectively constitute full grounds for a given truth need not be
of the same type, and so there need not be any property under which they all
fall.

One possible reply is to argue that unrestricted quantification of t-complexes
is never truly necessary. E.g., one might endorse the hypothesis that if a t1-
complex grounds a t2-complex, then t1 is not above t2 in the hierarchy of types.
Thus, in order to state that a given t-complex x has no grounds, it would
su�ce to state that it has no grounds of any type t0 not above t. This could
straightforwardly be stated as a finite conjunction, assuming that there are only
finitely many types t0 not above t.

Which order to impose on the type hierarchy for this is not obvious. One
option is to assign to each type t a natural number c(t) recording its complexity:

c(e) = 1
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c(s) = 1

c(t1 ! t2) = c(t1) + c(t2) + 1

This has several desirable features, including the fact that for any type t, there
are only finitely many types t0 such that c(t0)  c(t). Furthermore, every ground-
ing principle which arose in the previous section is consistent with the constraint
that " �t1,t2 ⌘ only if c(t1)  c(t2).

This idea may also help with regimenting the notion of full ground. For any
finite set of types T , we can find a higher type t0 such that the following is
satisfied: For each choice of properties, one of type t ! s for each t 2 T , there
is a property of type t0 from which these properties can be recovered. There is
no need to consider the details, as we will now see that the proposed response
is already unsatisfactory in the case of quantification over individual grounds.

On the proposed view, we can quantify in su�cient generality to make sense
of the claim that a given truth has no grounds. But the principle considered
by Fine and Rosen did not concern a particular truth, but stated merely that
some truths have no grounds. The type restrictions considered here provide no
help with regimenting such an existential claim. In the end, the distribution of
the relata of ground across types imposes implausibly heavy limitations on the
claims we can regiment.

4 Conclusion

The claim that propositions are structured in the way considered here may be
inconsistent. Nevertheless, as we have seen, standard type theories provide prox-
ies for such structured propositions. The case of grounding showed that such
proxies provide attractive solutions to many problems. However, it also showed
that they introduce their own limitations, making us unable to paraphrase un-
restricted quantificational claims. This is of course merely an instance of a more
general limitative feature of type theories, although perhaps an especially acute
one. How to respond to these general limitations is a di�cult question, and this
is not the place to settle it.

Apart from grounding, t-complexes may play a useful role in formulating
various other views which rely on finely individuated propositions. For example,
structured propositions are widely appealed to in many semantic theories in
the philosophy of language. As argued by Deutsch (2008), the Russell-Myhill
argument poses a serious challenge for many such theories. It is not obvious that
every one of them relies on the ability to quantify unrestrictedly over structured
propositions. Could t-complexes find useful application in these theories?

Another potential application concerns states of a↵airs. The discussion in
Fine (2000) suggests a puzzle (see also Williamson (1985) and Dorr (2004) for
related considerations): The state of the cat being on the mat seems to be the
same state as the mat being under the cat. Yet the first state seems to involve
the relation of being on, and the second the relation of being under, and so the
two states also seem to be distinct. Given the discussion in section 3.3, it is
clear how t-complexes may help: The intuition of identity can be preserved by
accepting that the proposition that the cat is on the mat is the proposition that
the mat is under the cat, and the intuition of distinctness can be preserved by
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noting that distinct t-complexes may be associated with the two sentences, one
involving the relation of being on, and the other the relation of being under.

The development of t-complexes in type theory also sheds light on the con-
sequences of the Russell-Myhill argument. Many have taken the argument to be
one of the motivations for Whitehead and Russell (1910–1913) to adopt a ram-
ified type theory; see Linsky (1999, p. 64), Klement (2001) and Hodes (2015).
(Similar sentiments are expressed by Church (1984) and Kripke (2011). How-
ever, as Goldfarb (1989) discusses, the reasons for ramifications are complex, and
Fuhrmann (2002) even questions whether the Russell-Myhill argument played
any role.) Indeed, Klement (2003, p. 319) suggests, without advocating a par-
ticular proposal, that any theory of “senses or meanings in a broadly Fregean
vein” must divide them into a ramified hierarchy, and then indicates that such a
development would be very complex. Standard approaches to ramification have
indeed produced forbiddingly complex systems, but as the present construction
illustrates, the conclusion of the Russell-Myhill argument can be avoided by
much more benign forms of stratification. In particular, it shows that stratifi-
cation need not even take the form of modifying the type hierarchy itself. It is
possible to embed a hierarchy of structured entities of a given type, e.g. the type
of sentences, in the hierarchy of unstructured entities of di↵erent types, and do
so in a natural and well-motivated way.

What then, does the Russell-Myhill argument show? Clearly, it shows that
in classical type theory, what quantifiers binding sentential variables range over
cannot be structured. As t-complexes demonstrate, it does not show that there
cannot be any entities whatsoever which are structured. One may still won-
der whether the Russell-Myhill argument shows that propositions cannot be
structured. But for most purposes, this question is a distraction. The term
“proposition” is a theoretical one, and its meaning subject to some amount of
stipulation. What matters is what kinds of proposition-like entities there are,
and which roles they may play in our theorizing. Here, we have explored one
such kind – or rather, a range of such kinds: the t-complexes, for di↵erent types
t, and one role: being the relata of grounding relations. Although t-complexes
provided new solutions to a number of problems for grounding only while in-
troducing new limitations on what claims about grounding can be formulated,
they may still prove more useful in other applications.

Appendix

Let P be the set of instances of the following schema:

Pt"̄ = ⇡" (for t = ⌧")

We show that P is consistent with classical logic by a standard model construc-
tion.

Standard models for functional type theory associate each type with a do-
main, containing the denotations of expressions of the relevant type. In the
simplest models, the domain of type s is {0, 1}, with 0 representing falsity and
1 representing truth, and for any functional type (t1 ! t2), the domain of type
(t1 ! t2) is the set of functions from the domain of type t1 to the domain of
type t2. In this very simple setting, a model is given by a set D, serving as the
domain of type i, and an interpretation function I, mapping each constant c of
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some type to an element I(c) of the domain of that type. Such an interpretation
function I is extended to map each expression, simple or complex, to an element
of the domain of its type: writing [e]M for the interpretation of an expression
e in a model M consisting of an individual domain D and an interpretation
function I, let, for any constant c and complex expression (fa):

[c]M = I(c)

[(fa)]M = [f ]M ([a]M )

Call [e]M the denotation of e (in M). Such a model validates the principles of
classical logic if it interprets the logical constants in the expected way. E.g., in
the case of ¬, this means mapping 0 to 1 and vice versa. For the following, we
assume furthermore that there is a term "̄ of type i for every term ", and that
I interprets it as intended, i.e., as the expression ". This requires, of course,
that D contains all expressions of the language. Call models satisfying these
constraints standard.

We show that there are standard models in which every member of P is true
(i.e., mapped to 1). In fact, we show something slightly stronger: Let L be a
language based on a choice of constants including Pt, for all types t, and L0 the
sublanguage obtained by omitting the constants Pt. We show that any standard
model for a language L0 can be extended to a model of L which verifies the
members of P .

So let M0 be a standard model of L0. We specify the interpretation of Pt in
a sequence of steps corresponding to the complexity of t. Inductively define the
rank of a type t, written r(t), as follows:

r(i) = r(s) = 0

r(t1 ! t2) = max(r(t1), r(t2)) + 1

Let Ln be the extension of L0 by the constants Pt with r(t) < n; thus Ln+1

extends Ln by the constants Pt with r(t) = n. Based onM0, we define a sequence
of models Mn of Ln by induction on the natural numbers, writing In for the
interpretation function of Mn. Let In+1 agree with In on all constants in Ln.
For the remaining constants, i.e., for any Pt with r(t) = n, let In+1(Pt) be
some function in the domain of hi, ti such that for all constants c of type t and
complex expressions "⌘ with ⌧"⌘ = t:

In+1(Pt)(c) = In(c)

In+1(Pt)("⌘)(x)(y) =

(
1 if x = In(P⌧")(") and y = In(P⌧⌘ )(⌘)

0 otherwise

for all x in the domain of type ⌧" and y in the domain of type ⌧⌘

Note that In is defined on the required constants in these definitions: For the first
equation, consider c = Pt0 . Then t = i ! t0, so r(t0) = r(t)�1. Thus In = Ir(t0)+1

is defined on Pt0 = c. For the second equation, r(⌧"), r(⌧⌘) < r(⌧"⌘) = n, so In
is defined on P⌧" and P⌧⌘ .

Finally, let M be the model of L extending M0 whose interpretation function
I maps each constant Pt to Ir(t)+1(Pt). By construction, In(Pt) is the same
function for all n > r(t). Thus the two equations just used to define In+1 hold
when both In+1 and In are replaced by I, from which it follows that M verifies
P .
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